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PROGRAMME DETAILS

JanuaryIntake

* Additional 10% discount will be given on Tuition Fees fully paid for all three semesters before the start of intake.

We provide a direct pathway for our students to a higher education, dedicated to excellence in training 
our staff, teaching our students and preparing them for the world.

Students are given the opportunity to choose the combinations that best suit their capabilities, interests 
and passions to enable them to excel in the areas of specialisation when in university and in the 
workplace. If you are ready for a challenge that sharpens your critical thinking skills while preparing 
yourself for university, this is definitely for you!

Orbix International School is devoted to providing students with an education that pairs global 
perspectives with deep local roots by giving them the opportunity to study abroad through A Level. The 
Cambridge A Level Programme is highly recognised by many universities and employers worldwide. This 
curriculum prepares students for university and work through the skills for success gained throughout the 
programme.

Total Tuition Fee:

Humanities

Duration

(9700)

(9701)

(9702)

(9709)

(9239)

33,000

33,000

1,000

* Biology
Chemistry
Physics
Mathematics
Global Perspectives & Research



 
APPLY FOR A SCHOLARSHIP

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

ADMISSION PROCESS
1. Contact us to make an appointment with one of our academic advisors.

along with all the required supporting documents.

3. Your application will be assessed based on your academic record and examination results (e.g. SPM, UEC, 
    IGCSE, O-Levels). Forecast results will be considered for candidates waiting for their official results.

5. Make the full payment of the applicable fees before the deadline to enrol in the programme.

4. Successful applicants who have been approved for the programme will receive an acceptance letter.

Pass SPM/O-Levels with a minimum of 5 credits
in relevant subjects which includes English
and Mathematics.

Pass UEC with a minimum of 3 B's in the relevant 
subjects which includes English, Mathematics and 
one other Science subject.

Any other equivalent qualification recognised
by the Malaysian Government

SPM/IGCSE

UEC

Other Equivalent
Qualification

Orbix International School offers merit scholarships to students based on the actual SPM, UEC, IGCSE or 
O-Level results. Students who receive the scholarship are expected to complete the entire duration of the 
programme. Disbursement of scholarship will be distributed in equal amounts between the three semesters 
of the programme. Scholars are expected to maintain at least an average score of 60% in all subjects for 
each semester. 

Minimum of 10 A's * in SPM with an excellent co-curricular record.

Minimum of 8 A's * in SPM with an excellent co-curricular record.

* Other equivalent qualifications will be considered on a case by case basis.

* Subject to terms and conditions.



ORBIX INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
KLANG, SELANGOR

ORBIX INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
MUAR, JOHOR

ORBIX INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
BATU PAHAT, JOHOR

+6012 998 9155
Level 1 Gravit8, Jalan Bayu Laut/KS9 Kota Bayuemas, 41200 Klang, Selangor

+6017 773 7956
313 Jalan Bakri Jaya 15, Taman Bakri Jaya, 84200 Bakri, Muar, Johor

+6017 288 1295
PTD 4523, Batu 5, Jalan Minyak Beku, 83030 Batu Pahat, Johor

SCAN HERE 
FOR OUR WEBSITE! 
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